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ABSTRACT
Nearest-neighbor thermodynamic parameters of the
‘universal pairing base’ deoxyinosine were determ-
ined for the pairs I·C, I·A, I·T, I·G and I·I adjacent to
G·C and A·T pairs. Ultraviolet absorbance melting
curvesweremeasuredandnon-linearregressionper-
formedon84oligonucleotideduplexeswith9or12bp
lengths. These data were combined with data for 13
inosine containing duplexes from the literature.
Multiple linear regression was used to solve for the
32 nearest-neighbor unknowns. The parameters pre-
dict the Tm for all sequences within 1.2 C on average.
The general trend in decreasing stability is I·C > I·A >
I·T   I· G > I·I. The stability trend for the base pair 50 of
the I·X pair is G·C > C·G > A·T > T·A. The stability trend
for the base pair 30 of I·X is the same. These trends
indicate a complex interplay between H-bonding,
nearest-neighbor stacking, and mismatch geometry.
Asurveyof14tandeminosinepairsand8tandemself-
complementary inosine pairs is also provided. These
results may be used in the design of degenerate PCR
primers and for degenerate microarray probes.
INTRODUCTION
Inosine is biologically found in tRNA (1), and as an adenosine
deamination product in DNA where it must be repaired to
maintain genomic ﬁdelity (2,3) and in RNA editing (4).
Inosine’s ability to act as a ‘universal pairing base’ was recog-
nized soon after the sequences of many tRNA’s became avail-
able and inosine was observed in the ﬁrst anti-codon position,
which pairs with the third codon position on mRNA (1). This
observation lead to the ‘wobble hypothesis’ (1). Despite the
widespread acceptance of the notion of inosine as a universal
pairing base, there has been relatively little scrutiny of this
hypothesis. Figure 1 shows common structures for inosine
pairs (5–7). While it is established that all of the I·X pairs
can form structures with 2-hydrogen bonds, the thermodyn-
amic stabilities of the pairs have not been quantiﬁed.
More recently, the genomics revolution has resulted in
important applications of inosine in DNA molecular biology.
The most common application of inosine is in the determina-
tion of a mRNA sequence using degenerate hybridization
probes (8–10). These probes have been shown to reduce the
number of primers needed while increasing the priming efﬁ-
ciency (5). In degenerate primers, particular emphasis is
placed on the wobble position to allow annealing of the primer
to a variety of related sequences. For instance, if the wobble
position of the codon is a purine, like arginine (AGR), Lysine
(AAR) or glutamic acid (GAR), then the degeneracy is 2-fold
where R is A or G. If the nature of the wobble position is
completely ambiguous, like glycine (GGN), alanine (GCN)
and valine (GUN), then the degeneracy is 4-fold where N is
any of the four coding bases. If inosine is used in every
ambiguous instance then the degeneracy is reduced to 1.
The presence of multiple degenerate positions results in an
exponential growth in total degeneracy. If one primer has ﬁve
positions made up of any mixed base, then the degeneracy
would be 4
5 or 1024 primers. The inosine thermodynamic
parameters presented here enable a more accurate design of
primers and probes to protein coding regions, or other tem-
plates with ambiguous sequences (11–13).
Ampliﬁcation of ambiguous sequences can be done in
degenerate PCR using inosine containing degenerate primers
(14,15). Previously, degenerate PCR was often done with pri-
mers with mixed bases at degenerate positions (16,17). This
approach, however, results in relatively inefﬁcient ampliﬁca-
tion due to imperfect hybridization (18). It is now routine to
isolate a protein of interest and sequence the N-terminal amino
acids (13,16). Using the amino acid sequence a degenerate
primer can be designed so the gene of interest may be amp-
liﬁed and sequenced (15). Inosine may also be substituted in
difﬁcult guanine rich PCR primers to reduce G-quartet forma-
tion as well as primer–dimer artifacts (19).
Electrochemical based DNA-hybridization biosensors
require guanine free probes (20). This is necessitated because
of the low oxidation potential of guanine. This technology
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doi:10.1093/nar/gki918exploits the electrochemical activity of nucleic acids, by using
the guanine oxidation signal. If both probe and target contain
the base guanine, then hybridization does not cause a large
change in electrochemical signal. In these electrochemical
applications, inosine is usually substituted for guanine because
it has similar pairing properties as guanine, but with a much
higher oxidation potential. Thus, electrochemical signal is
only observed upon hybridization of the natural guanosine-
containing target to the inosine-containing probe (20).
For DNA microarray applications, inosine may be used to
increase the stability of a library of oligos without increasing
the diversity of the library (5,13–16). For instance, if one were
to build a library of just octamers there would be 4
8 or 65536
octamers possible. Also, shorter probes can result in relatively
weak binding and in poor speciﬁcity for large genomes.
Longer probes would result in exponential growth in the
size of the probe library. Thus, addition of inosine may be
used to increase the length and speciﬁcity of the probe without
increasing the diversity of the library. The result is an increase
of stability of a library of oligos without increasing its divers-
ity. Chizhikov et al. (21) have exploited this stability in the
design of a rotavirus classiﬁcation microarray using inosine at
ambiguous sites. This result can also be of use in identifying
important novel RNA editing sites using microarrays in
non-coding Alu repetitive clusters in mammals (4).
The parameters reported here may also be used in the
‘lab-on-a-chip’ technology currently under development
(22). This technology involves microﬂuidics devices that
are highly portable and reliable that facilitate rapid DNA ana-
lysis of blood, air and water samples for pathogens and
chemicals using electrochemical or other detection as sugges-
ted by Wang et al. (20). Degenerate primers will be needed for
unambiguous identiﬁcation of the sample genotype using PCR
ampliﬁcation. Technology such as this could prove to be
indispensable for pathogen identiﬁcation for public health
and biodefense.
Alternative universal bases are 3-nitropyrrole 20 deoxynuc-
leoside and 5-nitroindole 20 deoxynucleoside (9,10,23). It has
been shown by Bergstrom and coworkers (9) that sequencing
ladders using primers containing contiguous 3-nitropyrrole
and 5-nitroindole were indistinguishable from the normal nat-
ural base control primers. However, when these bases were
dispersed throughout the primer, their efﬁciency fell per base
added (10). Also, as reviewed by Loakes (23), non-hydrogen
bonding universal bases are not efﬁciently extended by DNA
polymerase. Also 5-nitroindole is heterogeneously iodinated
during the oxidation step of phosphoramidite synthesis result-
ing in a mixture of compounds whose thermodynamics are
unknown (24).
One advantage of inosine over 3-nitropyrrole and
5-nitroindole is that it does not have to occur consecutively
in the primer to be effective, and inosine containing oligos are
more stable than oligos with 3-nitropyrrole and 5-nitroindole
where the Tm is decreased by 15–35 C on average (25). The
position dependence for addition of universal bases was tested
across six wobble positions in a 20mer oligonucleotide primer.
Overall, in PCR experiments neither 3-nitropyrrole nor
5-nitroindole were as effective in the wobble position as
deoxyinosine (10). With more detailed knowledge of inosine
thermodynamics, a more efﬁcient scheme for primer design
can be devised, particularly for cases where the degeneracy is
partially known.
In this paper, accurate thermodynamics were determined
for 84 oligonucleotide dimers containing inosine. These
data were combined with the reported thermodynamics of
13 oligonucleotide dimers from the literature (5,26).
The sequences were designed to yield a unique determination
of all possible pairs of inosine, I·C, I·A, I·T, I·G and I·I, in
all possible nearest-neighbor contexts of G·C, C·G, A·T
and T·A. The data reported here are the most comprehensive
set of inosine nearest-neighbor thermodynamics reported
to date.
Figure 1. The proposed inosine-Watson–Crick configurations (5–7).
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DNA synthesis and purification
Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA) synthesized the
oligodeoxyribonucleotides on a 1 mM or 50 nM scale, on solid
support using standard phosphoramidite chemistry. Samples
were dissolved in 250 mlo fd d H 2O and puriﬁed on a Si500F
thin-layer chromatography (TLC) plate (Baker) by eluting for
 6 h with n-propanol/ammonia/ddH2O (55:35:10 by volume)
(27). Bands were visualized with an ultra-violet (UV) lamp
where the least-mobile most-intense band was cut out and
eluted three times with a total volume of 3 ml of ddH2O.
The silica gel from the TLC plate was then pelleted with a
clinical centrifuge and the supernatant removed and evapor-
ated to dryness. A Sep-pak C-18 cartridge (Waters) was used
to further desalt and purify the DNA. Sample loading and
washing was done with a 10 mM ammonium bicarbonate
solution adjusted to pH 4.5. The elution buffer consisted of
30% acetonitrile, by volume, in ddH2O. The samples were
collected in two fractions of 5.0 ml and evaporated to dryness.
Each oligomer was then dissolved in 1.0 ml of ddH2O and
dialyzed against a salt solution of 0.1 M NaCl and 0.1 mM
EDTA overnight followed by ddH2O overnight using a 1000
molecular weight cut-off membrane (Spectra-Por), which was
previously washed with 1 mM EDTA, for a period of  1h .
Optical density at 260 nm was then determined and the
oligomers were then divided into 2.5 OD aliquots. All samples
were then evaporated to dryness.
Measurement of melting curves
Absorbance versus temperature proﬁles (melting curves) were
measured with an Aviv 14DS UV-VIS spectrophotometer with
a ﬁve-cuvette thermoelectric controller as described previ-
ously (27–30). The buffer used in each experiment was
1.0 M NaCl, 10 mM sodium cacodylate and 0.5 mM
Na2EDTA (pH 7). Each oligonucleotide was dissolved in a
volume to yield an absorbance reading just below 2.00 in a
0.1 cm pathlength cuvette.A typical volume was  120ml. The
total concentration of each single strand oligonucleotide was
calculated from the absorbance reading taken at a wavelength
of 260 nm at 85 C (27). It is important to measure the absorb-
ance at high temperature since strands often form a self-
structure at low temperatures resulting in a hypochromic
absorbance (27,28). Raising the temperature to 85 C also
degases the samples. Care was taken not to allow the total
absorbance to rise above 2.00 and thus to be outside of the
linear region of Beer’s Law.
The extinction coefﬁcients for the inosine containing
oligomers were calculated using the nearest-neighbor method
(28,31). Unfortunately, nearest-neighbor extinction coefﬁ-
cients for inosine have not been reported and thus an approx-
imation was developed for this work. The inosine monomer
UV extinction at 265 nm was reported, on average, to be 7500
M
 1 cm
 1 while that of thymine and cytidine, at 260 nm, is
8400 and 7050 M
 1 cm
 1, respectively (32–35). Thus it
appears that the inosine monomer extinction is approximately
the average of cytidine and thymine. We also assume that the
hypochromicity of inosine in the middle of a DNA strand is
similar to that of cytidine or thymine. Thus we estimated the
extinctions of inosine containing oligos by averaging the
extinctions of equivalent sequences with inosine substituted
with cytosine or thymine as shown in Equation 1.
e260ðCTAIGCAÞ¼
½e260ðCTATGCAÞþe260ðCTACGCAÞ 
2
:
1
This method is expected to provide extinctions with an error of
 10–15%. The extinction coefﬁcients for the A, C, G and T
containing oligos were calculated using the extinction coefﬁ-
cient calculator provided in MELTWIN v. 3.0 melt curve
program. A new web-server that automatically calculates
the inosine contribution using Equation 1 is available at:
http://ozone.chem.wayne.edu (K. Metani and J. SantaLucia,
unpublished data).
The individual oligonucleotide concentrations were used to
mix equal concentrations of the non-self-complementary
strands to an initial volume of 160 ml using Equations 2
and 3 (27).
Volumeðoligos1Þ ¼
160 ml½oligos2 
½oligos2 þ½ oligos1 
2
Volumeðoligos2Þ ¼ 160 ml   Volumeðoligos1Þ 3
Two dilution series were used to allow for an 80- to 100-fold
concentration range of the samples, over a total of 10 micro-
cuvettes, or two dilution series. The samples were ‘annealed’
and degassed by raising the temperature to 85 C when the total
strand concentration (CT) in each microcuvette was calculated
using the absorbance measured at a wavelength of 260 nm.
The average of the two individual strand extinction coefﬁ-
cients was used in the calculation of CT. The samples were
then allowed to cool to  1.6 C and the melt was performed as
described previously (28).
Determination of thermodynamic parameters
Thermodynamic parameters for duplex formation were
obtained from melting curve data using the program MELT-
WIN v. 3.0 melt curve program (29). This program uses the
Marquardt non-linear least squares method to solve for DH ,
DS  and upper and lower baselines from absorbance versus
temperature proﬁles (28,36).
T 1
m ¼
RlnðCT=4Þ
DH  þ
DS 
DH  : 4
DH  and DS  can also be found from the slope and intercept
as the plot of T 1
m versus ln CT/4 as given in Equation 4. Both
of the above methods assume a two-state model and DC 
p ¼ 0
for the transition equilibrium (36). In fact, there was no stat-
istically signiﬁcant temperature dependence of DH  observed
in the experiments reported herein. We report free energies
at 37 C to be consistant with the literature (27). In fact, how-
ever, the main application for these parameters is for PCR
which involves temperatures above 50 C, which is close to
the mean Tm of the experiments described here. Thus, the
determined parameters are most accurate near 50 C. The
two-state approximation was assumed to be valid for
sequences in which the DH  values derived from the two
methods agreed within 15% (31,37). The error weighted
6260 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 19average thermodynamic parameters were used for subsequent
nearest-neighbor analysis (30).
Design of sequences
Oligonucleotide nonamers and dodecamers were designed to
have melting temperatures between 30 and 65 C and to min-
imize formation of undesired hairpin or slipped-duplex con-
formations that might result in a non-two-state transition
(27,31). End fraying and counter-ion effects were controlled
by the use of terminal G/C pairs and 1 M NaCl buffer, respect-
ively (38,39). The convention used to describe nearest-
neighbors in this paper is with a slash, where the top sequence
direction is 50 to 30 and the bottom sequence direction is 30
to 50, read from left to right. The eight nearest-neighbor
sequences occur in this study with the following frequencies:
AI/TN ¼ 33, TI/AN ¼ 39, AN/TI ¼ 28, TN/AI ¼ 35,
CI/GN ¼ 28, GI/CN ¼ 26, CN/GI ¼ 35 and GN/CI ¼ 32.
Here the variable base ‘N’ is A, T, G, C or I. In addition,
14 measurements of tandem inosine duplexes (i.e. I I/NN) and
8 tandem self-complementary pairs (i.e. IN/NI) were made.
Determination of the I·X mismatch contribution
to duplex stability
The internal inosine mismatch contribution to duplex stability
cannot be directly measured. As described previously, the total
energy change for duplex formation can be approximated by a
nearest-neighbor model that is the sum of energy increments
for helix initiation, helix symmetry (for self-complementary
sequences), and nearest-neighbor interactions between base
pairs (40). For example
50-GCATIATCG-30¼initiationþGCþCAþATþTIþIAþATþTCþCG
30-CGTACTAGC-50 CG GT TA AC CT TA AG GC
5
Thus, the inosine mismatch contribution to duplex stability
can be derived by rearranging Equation 5.
TIþIA¼GCATIATCG¼initiation GC CA AT AT TC CG
AC C T CGTACTAGC CG GT TA TA AG GC
6
TIþIA¼ 8:52 2ð0:98Þ ð 2:24Þ ð 1:45Þ ð 0:88Þ ð 0:88Þ
AC CT  ð 1:30Þ ð 2:17Þ¼ 1:56 kcal=mol 7
The nearest-neighbors TI/AC and IA/CT in Equation 7 are
the unknowns. Similarly, calculations for DH  and DS  mis-
match contributions can be made. Alternatively, the inosine
contribution may be computed as in Equation 8:
DG 
37trimer¼DG 
37exp DG 
37coreþDG 
37NN 8
These values are presented as trimers where DG 
37NN is the
central nearest-neighbor in the core sequence that is not pre-
sent in the actual inosine duplex (31).
Regression analysis
The nearest-neighbor free energy parameters for I·C, I·A, I·T,
I·G and I·I were solved with MATHEMATICA v 4.0 using
equations similar to Equation 7, as described previously (40).
Similar equations were used to calculate nearest-neighbor DH 
values. Nearest-neighbor DS  values were calculated from
DG 
37 and DH . The DG 
37 values for the tandem inosine oli-
gonucleotides (I I/NN) and the tandem self-complementary
pairs (I N/N I) were solved by subtracting all the known
nearest-neighbor parameters. The core free energy in Equation
9 was calculated using the HYTHER server (http://ozone.
chem.wayne.edu), so symmetry and initiation terms are
already included. The inosine free energy term is for the
inosine-Watson–Crick nearest-neighbors that are present on
eithersideoftheself-complementarydimerbeingsolvedforin
a heteroduplex.
DG 
37tandem ¼DG 
37exp  DG 
37core   2*DG 
37inosine
  DG 
37symmetry   DG 
37initiation
9
The constraint imposed on all sequences in this study is that all
inosine mismatches are internal. For the non-symmetrical
pairs, I·C, I·A, I·T and I·G, this results in one less parameter
that can be derived from any set of linearly independent
sequences (41).Thus, the maximum number of unique linearly
independent nearest-neighbor parameters that can be derived
for internal I·C pairs is 7 not 8. This was veriﬁed from the
column rank of the stacking matrix, which is 7 for our data set.
These 7 uniquely determined parameters are linear combina-
tions of the 8 I·N dimers in each set of I·C, I·A, I·T and I·G. An
example of a set of 7 linearly independent parameters for
I·C nearest-neighbors is provided in the Supplementary
Table S1. For more details on analysis of linearly independent
sequences see the work of Allawi and SantaLucia (31,40).
The nearest-neighbor contributions for I·I were uniquely
determined.
Outlier determination
Outlier determination in this study was performed using Melt-
win and Mathematica. If the Meltwin determination of DH 
from the two ﬁtting methods is not within 15%, then the melt
was not considered to be two-state. If the melt, used as an
equationin Mathematica,had a residual value over 1 kcal/mol,
then the melt was considered to have competing equilibria and
was not included in this study. Supplementary Table S2
lists every non-two-state determination, or data considered
to be outliers in the Mathematica determination for each
dimer. Since the unknowns are overdetermined removal of
these outlier points has little effect on the determined para-
meters.
Error analysis
The sampling errors reported in Supplementary Table S2
for T 1
m versus ln CT/4 plots and curve ﬁts were obtained
using standard methods in MELTWIN 3.0. These errors
were then combined in a weighted average given by
Equation 10:
sweighted average ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
1
s2
1
þ 1
s2
2
s
10
where s1 represents the precision of the data obtained in the
curve ﬁt analysis and s2 is the precision of the data obtained in
the T 1
m analysis (30). These results were then combined with
the Watson–Crick dimer errors to compute the square-root of
the sum of squares, which were the error values used in the
Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 19 6261Table 1. Experimental (Expt) and predicted (Pred) thermodynamics of oligonucleotides with inosine mismatches in 1 M NaCl
DNA duplex DG 
37 (kcal/mol) DH  (kcal/mol) DS  (cal/K mol) Tm ( C)
Expt Pred Expt Pred Expt Pred Expt Pred
I/C
CGCIGAACIGGC  14.33  14.31  94.4  89.9  258.2  243.7 64.9 66.4
CCGICTGTIGCG  14.07  13.90  91.3  89.5  249.0  243.8 64.9 64.8
CGAITCCAITCC  12.73  12.94  91.5  94.9  254.0  264.3 59.5 59.5
CGAITCCTIACC  11.82  12.11  88.1  87.5  245.9  243.1 56.8 58.1
CAAACAAAG
4  6.08  6.12  58.0  62.4  167.4  181.5 34.6 35.0
CAAAIAAAG
4  6.51  6.32  66.0  61.5  191.8  177.9 36.9 35.9
CGCIAATTCGCG
24  12.60  12.77  77.2  84.2  208.3  230.3 63.5 63.7
GTGICTTCIGTC  11.43  11.20  80.4  82.7  222.4  230.5 57.1 55.6
GCATIATCG  8.52  8.01  68.6  62.1  193.7  174.4 46.3 44.6
CGGITCAGITGC  13.91  13.27  97.2  92.4  268.5  255.1 62.5 61.4
GAAICCTAICCG  12.18  12.11  86.1  85.3  238.3  236.0 58.8 58.7
GAAGIACGIAGG  10.75  11.25  78.1  81.9  217.2  227.8 54.7 56.0
CCAIGTGAICCG  13.74  13.40  94.3  91.1  259.6  250.5 62.7 62.3
CCTIGTGTICCG  12.61  12.37  86.2  84.6  237.3  232.9 60.5 60.0
CGTICCATIGGG  11.82  12.37  81.2  83.6  223.7  229.7 58.6 60.3
CCAICTGTICCG  12.83  13.07  82.3  84.4  224.0  230.0 62.7 63.1
CCAIGTGTIGCG  13.07  13.25  88.7  93.4  243.8  258.4 61.7 61.0
CGCITCACITGG  13.97  13.99  92.2  90.2  252.2  245.7 64.2 65.0
I/A
CGCIGAACIGGC  12.49  12.17  76.2  71.3  205.4  190.6 63.3 63.6
CCGICAAGICCG  15.26  14.93  94.3  92.0  254.8  248.5 68.6 68.2
CCGICTGTIGCG  14.50  13.88  95.1  89.3  259.9  243.2 65.4 64.8
CGTIACCTIACC  8.86  9.07  67.8  68.8  190.0  192.6 48.0 48.9
CGAITCCAITCC  10.13  10.02  78.4  77.5  220.1  217.6 51.9 51.6
CGAITCCTIACC  9.48  9.39  77.1  72.7  218.0  204.1 49.3 49.7
CAAAAAAAG
4  4.61  4.56  48.0  51.8  139.9  152.3 25.1 25.6
CAAAIAAAG
4  5.28  5.16  63.0  57.3  186.1  168.1 31.0 29.8
CGCIAATTAGCG
24  9.45  9.43  54.7  61.0  145.9  166.3 54.5 54.9
GCATIATCG  7.00  6.75  57.5  56.0  162.8  158.8 39.6 38.2
GCACIGTCG  9.22  9.03  61.8  58.1  169.5  158.2 51.1 50.9
GCAGIGTCG  9.73  9.93  64.3  67.9  175.9  186.9 53.2 53.3
GCAAICTCG  9.13  9.32  64.3  68.5  177.9  190.8 50.1 50.2
GAAGIACGIAGG  10.35  10.59  75.1  76.7  208.8  213.2 53.6 54.3
CCAIGTGAICCG  12.61  12.65  88.9  91.2  246.0  253.3 59.8 59.3
CCTIGTGTICCG  11.19  11.42  80.5  80.9  223.5  224.0 56.1 57.0
CCAICTGTICCG  12.47  12.59  86.2  86.5  237.7  238.3 60.0 60.4
CCAIGTGTIGCG  11.85  12.03  83.2  87.7  230.0  244.0 58.2 57.8
CGCITCACITGG  9.75  10.05  57.1  58.0  152.7  154.6 55.5 57.0
I/T
CGCIGAACIGGC  10.17  9.97  69.9  64.3  192.6  175.2 54.0 54.5
CCGICAAGICCG  11.10  11.25  80.9  76.8  225.1  211.3 55.6 57.3
CGTIACCTIACC  7.43  7.69  76.8  74.0  223.7  213.8 40.7 41.9
CGAITCCAITCC  7.55  7.38  66.9  69.7  191.4  201.0 41.8 40.8
CGAITCCTIACC  7.26  7.38  68.5  71.4  197.5  206.4 40.3 40.7
CAAATAAAG
4  4.04  4.19  50.0  59.8  148.2  179.3 22.3 25.3
CAAAIAAAG
4  3.82  3.52  58.0  48.0  174.7  143.4 23.2 18.7
CGCIAATTTGCG
24  8.66  8.75  58.9  67.2  162.0  188.4 48.6 49.7
CCAITTGCIACG  8.11  8.42  69.0  68.4  196.3  193.4 44.3 45.8
GTGICTTCIGTC  7.96  7.83  55.4  65.9  153.0  187.2 45.2 43.2
CCAITGGCIGCG  9.79  10.19  73.5  69.0  205.4  189.7 51.4 54.4
GCATIATCG  6.30  6.06  61.4  58.6  177.7  169.4 35.8 34.5
GCACIGTCG  7.58  7.93  47.9  54.6  130.0  150.5 43.9 45.2
GCAGIGTCG  7.88  7.70  64.1  56.5  181.3  157.3 43.7 43.6
GAAGIACGIAGG  7.53  7.65  63.8  67.1  181.4  191.7 41.9 42.3
CCTIGTGTICCG  8.93  8.91  74.9  76.7  212.7  218.6 47.3 46.9
CCAICTGTICCG  9.89  9.52  74.7  74.2  209.0  208.6 51.6 50.0
CCAIGTGTIGCG  9.89  8.18  82.5  67.8  234.1  192.3 50.2 44.7
CGAICCAAIGGG  8.61  8.19  71.2  62.2  201.8  174.2 46.3 45.5
CGCITCACITGG  10.41  10.01  84.8  75.0  239.9  209.5 51.9 52.1
I/G
CCGICAAGICCG  11.72  11.47  78.4  78.6  215.0  216.4 59.0 57.8
CCGICTGTIGCG  10.44  10.17  87.8  68.3  249.4  187.4 51.5 54.5
CGTIACCTIACC  6.17  6.57  60.8  61.2  176.1  176.1 35.2 37.2
CGAITCCAITCC  8.05  7.90  71.8  69.1  205.5  197.3 43.7 43.3
CGAITCCTIACC  6.94  7.08  65.0  64.7  187.2  185.8 39.0 39.7
CAAAGAAAG
4  3.83  3.36  52.0  49.5  155.3  148.8 21.7 18.3
CAAAIAAAG
4  4.27  4.05  57.0  51.6  170.0  153.3 25.2 22.8
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standard errors were reported previously (40). For literature
oligonucleotides standard errors of DG 
37, DH  and DS  were
assumed to be 4, 7 and 8%, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermodynamic data
Table 1 contains the weighted average experimental thermo-
dynamic values compared to the predicted thermodynamic
values. The inosine nearest-neighbor parameters in Table 2
along with the previously determined parameters for Watson–
Crick pairs were used to predict the thermodynamics of all of
the duplexes listed in Table 1 with average deviations of 3.5,
4.8 and 5.0%, and 1.2 C for DG 
37, DH  and DS  and Tm,
respectively (40). This level of agreement between experi-
mental and predicted oligos is within the limits of what can
be expected for the nearest-neighbor model (41,42). This good
agreement can also be seen in Figure 2 where the plot of all
two-state experimental versus predicted free energy changes
has an R
2 of 0.99.
Stability trends
By averaging the nearest-neighbors in Table 2 that have the
same I·X pair but different neighboring pairs, a general trend
in decreasing stability is obtained. The stability trend is I·C >
I·A > I·T > I·G > I·I, with numerical averages of  0.86,  0.46,
+0.16, +0.29 and +0.37 kcal/mol of free energy, respectively.
This result indicates that inosine does not pair indiscriminately
and thus it is not really appropriate to classify it as a ‘universal
pairing base’ per se, though its pairing energy is less depend-
ent than other modiﬁed nucleotides. Importantly, the neigh-
boring Watson–Crick pairs have a large inﬂuence on the
stability of I·X pairs. The stability trend for the base pair 50
of the I·X pair is G·C > C·G > A·T > T·A, with averages of
 0.60,  0.28,  0.19 and +0.19 kcal/mol, respectively. The
stability trend for the base pair 30 of I·X is G·C   C·G > A·T >
T·A, with averages of  0.92,  0.18, +0.03 and +0.15 kcal/
mol, respectively. These trends indicate a complex interplay
Table 1. Continued
DNA duplex DG37  (kcal/mol) DH  (kcal/mol) DS  (cal/K mol) Tm ( C)
Expt Pred Expt Pred Expt Pred Expt Pred
CGCIAATTGGCG
24  6.47  6.97  40.8  47.4  110.7  130.4 36.5 42.8
GTGICTTCIGTC  7.77  7.08  52.9  53.0  145.5  148.1 44.4 40.3
GCATIATCG  5.58  5.50  54.9  52.2  159.0  150.6 31.7 31.0
GCACIGTCG  7.25  7.07  49.2  40.8  135.3  108.8 41.6 41.2
CGGITCCGITCC  8.30  9.40  58.4  63.4  161.5  174.1 46.7 51.7
GAAGIACGIAGG  7.43  7.15  59.0  58.7  166.3  166.2 41.8 40.3
CCAIGTGAICCG  9.44  9.69  69.9  71.6  194.9  199.6 50.5 51.3
CCTIGTGTICCG  7.86  8.18  61.9  65.1  174.2  183.5 43.8 45.1
CCAICTGTICCG  9.95  10.21  80.0  81.6  225.9  230.2 50.8 51.6
CCAIGTGTIGCG  7.97  8.21  49.2  57.2  132.9  158.0 46.3 46.4
I/I
CGCIGAACIGGC  8.81  8.83  61.0  57.3  168.3  156.3 49.0 50.0
CCGICAAGICCG  10.39  10.15  66.9  63.2  182.2  171.0 56.0 55.8
CGAITCCAITCC  7.53  7.64  74.3  72.7  215.3  209.8 41.2 41.8
CGAITCCTIACC  6.37  6.79  65.1  65.4  189.4  189.0 36.2 38.2
CAAAIAAAG
4  4.04  3.56  47.0  50.9  138.5  152.6 21.4 19.9
GTGICTTCIGTC  7.19  6.71  56.4  55.6  158.7  157.6 40.7 38.0
CGGICTTTIAGG  6.32  7.01  51.2  58.6  144.7  166.3 35.7 39.6
GCATIATCG  5.51  5.34  56.9  51.1  165.7  147.5 31.5 29.9
GCACIGTCG  7.13  7.36  47.9  51.1  131.5  141.0 40.9 42.1
GAAGIACGIAGG  6.95  6.91  59.5  59.3  169.4  168.9 39.2 39.0
Non-two state behavior or outliers in nearest neighbor determination
I/C
CCGICAAGICCG  10.69  13.65  60.4  84.8  160.4  229.4 59.7 65.8
CCAITGGCIGCG  12.24  15.14  74.1  94.5  199.6  255.2 62.7 68.9
GCACIGTCG  11.84  10.10  79.1  67.4  217.0  184.6 59.1 54.6
CGAICCAAIGGG  11.33  13.35  70.2  90.1  189.7  247.1 59.9 62.8
I/A
CGAICCAAIGGG  10.95  12.60  73.2  90.2  200.7  249.9 56.9 59.7
CGTICCATIGGG  10.02  11.42  69.1  79.9  190.4  220.7 53.6 57.3
I/T
CCGICTGTIGCG  8.30  10.59  49.6  77.7  133.2  216.2 48.4 54.3
CGTIGCCTIGCG  7.78  9.55  48.7  75.0  131.8  210.9 45.5 50.2
CCAIGTGAICCG  9.11  8.24  92.3  63.2  267.7  177.3 46.5 45.5
I/G
CGTIGCCTIGCC  6.64  9.97  30.8  60.4  77.8  162.7 38.4 55.5
CGAICCAAIGGG  7.33  9.64  42.4  58.8  113.0  163.3 43.1 45.8
CGTICCATIGGG  6.38  8.18  37.8  56.5  101.6  156.1 35.0 45.8
I/I
CCGICTGTIGCG  13.60  9.64  86.8  63.1  236.0  172.4 64.5 53.0
Underlined residues are paired with inosine. The opposing strands (not shown) are complementary except across from inosine.
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geometry on the observed stability of an I·N pair.
Context dependence of I·C mismatch thermodynamics
Trimer stabilities were analyzed for I·C mismatches. The data
in Table 2 can be used to predict the thermodynamics of I·C
mismatches in all 10 different trimer contexts closed by
Watson–Crick pairs. The most stable context is CIC/GCG,
which contributes  2.21 kcal/mol to duplex free energy at
37 C. The least stable context is AIA/TCT, which contributes
+0.37 kcal/mol. The general trend for the nucleotide on the 50
side of inosine of an I·C pair in order of decreasing stability is:
C·G>A·T>G·C>T·A,with averages of 1.14, 0.96, 0.86
and  0.46 kcal/mol,respectively. Onthe 30 side of inosine,the
stability order is: G·C > A·T   C·G > T·A with averages of
 1.07,  0.89,  0.88 and  0.59 kcal/mol, respectively. This
illustrates that there is a nearest-neighbor context dependence
for I·C pairs.
A comparison of I·X pair and G·X pair thermodynamics
A comparison between I·C, I·A, I·T and I·G was done
versus the corresponding guanosine pairs are shown in
Supplementary Figure S6 (31,40,43,44). Overall, the best cor-
relation observed is for I·C vs G·C with an R
2 of 0.78. Guono-
sine pairs appear to have a larger context dependence than do
inosine pairs where the general trend is G·C   G·G   G·T  
G·A (44). This stability trend shows an average free energy of
 1.70,  0.23, +0.03 and +0.09 kcal/mol, respectively. This
corresponds toa 1.79 kcal/mol stability range versus 1.15 kcal/
mol for inosine pairs in the same context. On average, the free
energy of G·C was 0.84 kcal/mol more stable than I·C, which
is attributable to the extra H-bond in G·C pairs as well as the
presumed differences in inosine H-bonding, hydration and
stacking as discussed previously for RNA (45–47). The result
for I·A is surprising where G·A is 0.55 kcal/mol less stable
than I·A. Other comparisons were: G·T is 0.13 kcal/mol more
stable than I·T and G·G is 0.52 kcal/mol more stable than I·G.
One interpretation of these differences is that guanosine stack-
ing plays a more signiﬁcant thermodynamic role in dimer
mismatches than inosine stacking does. The conclusion
drawn here is that it is not effective to approximate inosine
as guanosine. Similar results are observed if inosine were
approximated as an adenosine (data not shown).
Tandem inosine thermodynamics
Tandem inosine thermodynamic contributions are shown in
Table 3. These were calculated from the raw data in Supple-
mentary Table S3 by subtracting the Watson–Crick and
inosine nearest-neighbors from Table 2 (40). Of the sixteen
duplexes containing all possible tandem inosine pairs, only
twelve were two-state. The non-two-state tandem pairs were I
Table2.Non-uniquenearest-neighborthermodynamicsofinosinemismatches
in 1 M NaCl
Dimer sequence DG 
37 (kcal/mol) DH  (kcal/mol) DS  (cal/K mol)
I·C pairs
AI/TC  0.96 ± 0.06  8.9 ± 1.4  25.5 ± 1.4
TI/AC  0.46 ± 0.06  5.9 ± 1.5  17.4 ±1.5
AC/TI  0.89 ± 0.06  8.8 ± 1.4  25.4 ± 1.4
TC/AI  0.59 ± 0.07  4.9 ± 1.6  13.9 ± 1.6
CI/GC  1.14 ± 0.08  5.4 ± 1.6  13.7 ± 1.6
GI/CC  0.86 ± 0.08  6.8 ± 1.6  19.1 ± 1.6
CC/GI  0.88 ± 0.09  8.3 ± 1.7  23.8 ± 1.7
GC/CI  1.07 ± 0.08  5.0 ± 1.7  12.6 ± 1.7
I·A pairs
AI/TA  0.51 ± 0.06  8.3 ± 1.5  25.0 ± 1.5
TI/AA 0.09 ± 0.06  3.4 ± 1.4  11.2 ± 1.4
AA/TI 0.12 ± 0.07  0.7 ± 1.7  2.6 ± 1.7
TA/AI 0.12 ± 0.06  1.3 ± 1.4  4.6 ± 1.4
CI/GA  0.18 ± 0.08 2.6 ± 1.6 8.9 ± 1.6
GI/CA  1.24 ± 0.08  7.8 ± 1.7  21.1 ± 1.7
CA/GI  0.77 ± 0.07  7.0 ± 1.6  20.0 ± 1.6
GA/CI  1.33 ± 0.08  7.6 ± 1.6  20.2 ± 1.6
I·T pairs
AI/TT 0.71 ± 0.06 0.49 ± 1.5  0.7 ± 1.4
TI/AT 0.36 ± 0.06  6.5 ± 1.5  22.0 ± 1.3
AT/TI 0.22 ± 0.07  5.6 ± 1.7  18.7 ± 1.6
TT/AI 0.54 ± 0.05  0.8 ± 1.4  4.3 ± 1.4
CI/GT  0.26 ± 0.07  1.0 ± 1.5  2.4 ± 1.5
GI/CT  0.19 ± 0.08  3.5 ± 1.8  10.6 ± 1.8
CT/GI 0.41 ± 0.07 0.1 ± 1.5  1.0 ± 1.5
GT/CI  0.54 ± 0.08  4.3 ± 1.8  12.1 ± 1.7
I·G pairs
AI/TG 0.02 ± 0.06  4.9 ± 1.6  15.8 ± 1.6
TI/AG 0.76 ± 0.06  1.9 ± 1.5  8.5 ± 1.5
AG/TI 0.65 ± 0.07 0.1 ± 1.7  1.8 ± 1.7
TG/AI 0.70 ± 0.06 1.0 ± 1.4 1.0 ± 1.4
CI/GG 0.47 ± 0.10 7.1 ± 2.3 21.3 ± 2.3
GI/CG  0.10 ± 0.07  1.1± 1.5  3.2 ± 1.5
CG/GI 0.54 ± 0.09 5.8 ± 2.0 16.9 ± 2.0
GG/CI  0.74 ± 0.08  7.6 ± 1.8  22.0 ± 1.8
I·I pairs
AI/TI 0.40 ± 0.05  3.3 ± 1.2  11.9 ± 3.9
TI/AI 0.81 ± 0.05 0.1 ± 1.4  2.3 ± 4.3
CI/GI 0.36 ± 0.06 1.3 ± 1.4 3.0 ± 4.2
GI/CI  0.09 ± 0.06  0.5 ± 1.2  1.3 ± 3.7
TheI·C,I·A,I·TandI·Gparametersarealinearleast-squaresfitofthedatafora
singular matrix with a rank of 7. The parameters for I·I are not rank deficient.
These parameters were used to make the predictions found in Table 1. These
parametersareforinternalInosinepairsonly(notethattheseparametersdonot
apply to terminal helix inosine pairs). Errors shown are standard deviations
computed by error propagation. Underlined residues are paired.
Figure 2. Comparison of experimental versus predicted free energies of all
two-state duplexes from Table 1.
6264 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 19I/AG, I I/CG, I I/GC and I I/TC. The most stable context was
AI IC/TGGG at  3.33 kcal/mol and the least stable was TI IA/
ATTT at+0.64 kcal/mol,which isa larger range than observed
for single inosine pairs. Addition of an A·T pair to the 50 end of
the inosine dimer may relieve some of the strain on the back-
bone. This may be either due to the increased ﬂexibility of an
A·T pair compared to a G·C pair, or due to the steric hindrance
of the 2-amino group of the 30 G·C pair (46). Alternatively,
stacking of G·C on I·X pairs may be inherently weaker than
A·T stacking, as suggested in some RNA contexts (47). In any
case, it is evident that tandem inosine pairs have complex
behavior which is not well understood currently.
Tandem internal self-complementary inosine
mismatch pairs
To complete the set of inosine thermodynamic parameters
eight duplex melts were performed to solve for the self-
complementary inosine mismatch pairs IC/CI, CI/IC and so
on. The individual thermodynamic contributions for these
dimers were found by Equation 9. Supplementary Tables
S4 and S5 contain the raw thermodynamic parameters and
the weighted averages for each data set, respectively.
Table 4 contains the contributions for each individual mis-
match pair. The general stability trend for dimers where
inosine 50 is: IA/AI   IC/CI   IG/GI   IT/TI.Where inosine
occurs 30 in the dimer the stabilities are: AI/IA   CI/IC > TI/
IT   GI/IG. These parameters were compared to those repor-
ted in the literature by Kawase et al. (48). To make a direct
comparison of the contribution of the data it is necessary to
calculate DG 
37exp at 37 C and 1 M NaCl using Equation 11.
Also, there was a symmetry correction of 0.4 kcal/mol and
an initiation correction of 1.96 kcal/mol for the free energy
calculations as reported previously (40). The salt dependence
of nucleic acid pairs have been shown to be independent of
sequence (40). Thus, we are making the assumption that the
same salt dependence applies to inosine pairs as for the normal
Watson–Crick pairs in DNA (40,42).
DG 
37½0:1M NaCl ¼DG 
37½1:0M NaCl  ½0:114*11*lnð0:11Þ 
11
The free energy contributions of the dimers IC/CI, IA /AI and
IG/GI, as calculated using raw data from Kawase et al. (48)
are  2.4,  2.0 and  0.7 kcal/mol, respectively. These values
do not compare well with those reported in Table 4. A possible
reason for this disparity may be competing equilibria between
hairpins and the desired heteroduplex. The sequence used in
the study by Kawase was GGGAAXYTTCCC where X was
deoxyinosine and Y was either C, A or G, which has the
potential to form competing hairpin and homo-duplexes.
Hydrogen bond values in inosine containing sequences
Previous studies have investigated the H-bond contribution of
the 2-amino group of guanosine by substituting inosine
(45,47). The values for DDG 
HB were calculated as described
previously (47) with Equation 12:
DDG 
HB ¼½ DG ðCGC=GCGÞ DG ðCIC=GCGÞ  12
Table 3. The thermodynamics contribution of tandem internal Inosine-
Watson–Crick mismatch pairs
Propagation sequence DG 
37 (kcal/mol) DH  (kcal/mol) DS  (cal/K mol)
GGTAIIGTGTCG
II/CC  0.64 ± 0.93  9.3 ± 5.8  28.0 ± 17.1
II/AC 0.27 ± 0.25  3.1 ± 5.8  11.0 ± 16.8
GGTTIIGAGTCG
II/CA 0.44 ± 0.27  8.7 ± 6.2  29.3 ± 18.2
II/AA  0.27 ± 0.27  2.1 ± 5.7  6.1 ± 18.1
II/TA 0.83 ± 0.26 2.3 ± 6.1 4.4 ± 18.0
II/GA 0.30± 0.25 4.2 ± 5.8  14.8 ± 17.1
GGTGCIIGGTCG
II/CT 0.33 ± 0.30  14.5 ± 6.1  47.8 ± 17.5
II/AT 0.19 ± 0.30  17.8 ± 6.1  58.1 ± 17.6
II/TT 1.69 ± 0.30  7.0 ± 6.1  28.1± 17.5
II/GT 0.13 ± 0.31  19.4 ± 6.3  62.8 ± 17.7
GGTTIIAGTTCG
II/TG 0.03 ± 0.22 13.3 ± 6.8 40.6 ± 21.3
II/TG  1.30 ± 0.18 0.3 ± 6.3 2.1 ± 19.6
GGTAIIGTGTCG
II/II ( 0.7 ± 0.25) ( 13.8 ± 5.6) ( 42.1 ± 17.4)
GGTTIIAGTTCG
II/II (1.74 ± 0.23) ( 7.5 ± 6.2) ( 29.0 ± 19.5)
Values in parentheses are non two-state. Values reported were calculated by
subtracting Watson–Crick nearest-neighbors and inosine nearest-neighbors
from the raw experimental thermodynamics seen in Supplementary Table S3.
Errors shown are standard deviations determined by error propagation. Under-
lined residues are paired with inosine. The opposing strands (not shown) are
complementary except across from inosine.
Table 4. Thermodynamic contributions of other tandem internal Inosine mis-
match pairs
Dimer sequence DG 
37 (kcal/mol) DH  (kcal/mol) DS  (cal/K mol)
IC/CI  0.85 ± 0.23  12.1 ± 4.2  36.3 ± 6.6
CI/IC 0.06 ± 0.23  1.8 ± 4.4  6.4 ± 7.1
IA/AI  1.43 ± 0.21  13.9 ± 4.4  40.5 ± 8.0
AI/IA  0.56 ± 0.22  9.5 ± 4.2  29.1 ± 6.8
IT/TI 2.03 ± 0.22  7.6 ± 4.3  31.1 ± 7.5
TI/IT 0.61 ± 0.28  14.7 ± 5.1  49.4 ± 11.4
IG/GI 1.18 ± 0.19 3.2 ± 4.4 6.1 ± 8.3
GI/IG 1.12 ± 0.19  4.2 ± 4.1  39.8 ± 7.1
Values reported were calculated by subtracting Watson–Crick and Inosine
nearest-neighbors from the raw experimental thermodynamics given in Sup-
plementary Table S4.
Table 5. Hydrogen-bond free energy increments at 37 C for internal I·C pairs
I·C pairs DDG 
HB
50-CGCIGAACIGGC-30  1.99
50-CCGICTGTIGCG-30  2.05
50-CGAITCCAITCC-30  0.87
50-CGAITCCTIACC-30  1.29
50-CAAACAAAG-30  1.54
50-CAAAIAAAG-30  1.03
50-CGCIAATTCGCG-30  1.74
50-GTGICTTCIGTC-30  2.07
50-GCATIATCG-30  1.70
50-CGGITCAGITGC-30  1.53
50-GAAICCTAICCG-30  1.49
50-GAAGIACGIAGG-30  1.69
50-CCAIGTGAICCG-30  1.28
50-CCTIGTGTICCG-30  2.06
50-CGTICCATIGGG-30  2.06
50-CCAICTGTICCG-30  1.83
50-CCAIGTGTIGCG-30  1.62
50-CGCITCACITGG-30  1.58
The complementary strand is not shown.
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13, the 2-amino group of a G-C pair contributes from  0.8 to
 2.0 kcal/mol. These H-bond values in DNA are consistent
with those reported previously in RNA by Turner et al. (47)
who observed aDDG 
HB range of 0.5 to 1.9kcal/mol(47). It
should be noted, however, that the hydrogen bond energies
calculated here may contain a term for cooperativity due to the
bimolecularity of the system used in this study as pointed out
by Moody and Bevilacqua (49).
Implications for DNA probe design
To allow accurate predictions, the inosine nearest-neighbor
parameters reported here have been added to the program
HYTHER at http://www.ozone2.chem.wayne.edu/HYTHER/
hythermenu.html. Thus, it is now possible to design degener-
ate probes containing inosine with optimized thermodynamic
parameters using HYTHER. Replacement of a guanine or
adenine with inosine can, depending upon the nearest-
neighbors,affectthehybridizationstability asneededtopoten-
tially improve hybridization speciﬁcity as seen in Table 6. For
instance, it is now possible to design an inosine probe for a
guanine rich target to have a net favorable DG  where our I/G
dimers reveal <1.5 kcal/mol of instability as seen in Table 2.
As Table 3 indicates, tandem inosine effects may be more or
less favorable, again, depending upon the nearest-neighbors,
in the range of ±2 kcal/mol of DG . An investigator can now
use HYTHER to try all possible inosine locations and choose
the one with the best binding energy as shown in Table 6.
Knowledge of inosine’s nearest-neighbor parameters will
allow one to design a probe of optimal stability. Use of
these parameters would allow the design of the most stable
probes possible in the construction of an oligos library. This
information allows more control in the use of inosine in such
applications asdegenerate PCRandthe sequencingofambigu-
ous sequences. Martin et al. (5) gives an excellent discussion
of selected Watson–Crick ambiguities when paired with
inosine containing probes (5).
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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